Bible Words for the Teaching-Learning Process
Word

Key Verse

Key Word

Teaching Process

Learning Process

LAMATH

Deut. 5: 13
Deut. 31: 13

assimilating

not dumping information, but
stimulating to imitation

create a response to action, become
experienced, assimilation

BE-EN

Neh. 8: 7,8
Dan. 9: 23

discriminating

distinguish, draw conclusions, explain
alternatives

understand so as to apply truth learned

ALAPH

Prov. 22: 25

cleaving

to adopt, to hold to truth by experience

make familiar, to hold or adopt as one's
own

YAH-DAG

Exodus 10: 2
Josh. 23: 14

observing

to know by experience

learn by one's own observation

DAH-VAR

Jer. 28: 16

proclaiming

speak, say proclaim

simply learning

YAH-RAH

I Sam. 12: 23

directing

to direct by words, example

directive learning

ZA-HAR

Psalms 19: 11

warning

to illuminate the mind, instruction,
warning

replacing darkness with light, ignorance
with knowledge

CHAH-CRAM

Prov. 8: 33

application

to apply instruction to practical needs of
life

personal application of principles in
daily life

SAH-CHAL

I Sam. 18: 30

attention

to become skilled in a subject through
careful consideration

to look at attentively and gain insight

SHAH-NAN

Deut. 6: 7

sharpening skills

to whet the appetite, to make a deep
impression

gaining a deep understanding

RAH-AH

Prov. 6: 6

observing
carefully

see a need and make provision, provide
example and illustration

learn by observation

DIDASKO

Eph. 4: 21
2 Tim. 2: 2

involving activity

the activity of teaching

ability to teach others also

PAIDEUO

Eph. 6: 4

instructing

guiding by instruction and discipline

growing in maturity

NOUTHETEO

Col. 1: 28

mind-shaping

shaping the mind by encouragement,
reproof

renewed thoughts and attitudes

KATEKEO

Rom. 2:18

communicating

to dip into the mind, oral
communication of fact

repetition (catechism), recitation

MATHETEUO

Matt. 28: 19

discipling

instruction in loyalty and devotion to a
person and his beliefs

a follower who is a learner

OIKODOMEO

I Cor. 8:1

edifying

promote growth and maturity, learning
through love

maturity

MANTHANO

Matt. 11: 29

experiencing

provide pattern, practice and
experience

personally appropriate in personal
experience

PARATITHEMI

I Tim.1:18

comprehending

set forth clearly and plainly

to mentally grasp

EKTITHEMI

Acts 11: 4

expounding

to present facts in logical order, explain,
expound

recital of facts

DIERMENEUO

Luke 24: 27

interpreting

to interpret, unfold, open up, translate
spiritual truth

discovery through explanation

DIANOICO

Luke 24: 31

opening

to open minds and hearts to spiritual
truth

the opening of ears, eyes and heart to
spiritual understanding

SUNIAMI

Eph. 5: 17

understanding

to put together so as to understand

assimilate so as to apply facts

HODECEO

Acts 8: 31

guiding

cause to discover practical truth, to
guide or lead to understanding

understand so as to apply truth

ANANCELLO

John 16: 13

proclaiming

to dispense factual truth, proclaim,
report, declare

to verbally respond
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